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ANALYSIS OF A PROPOSED TWO-FREQUENCY RADAR WAVEFORM

1.

INTRODUCTION

The use of the doppler frequency shift of the echo signal from a
moving target is a well known method for separating desired moving
targets from undesired stationary clutter in CW radar, MTI (Moving
Target Indication) radar and pulse doppler radar.

Another radar

technique, not as widely used, is frequency agility in which the
transmitted frequency is changed from pulse-to-pulse.

Generally,

the frequency band in which agility is to occur is relatively wide
compared to the spectral width of an individual pulse.

Frequency

agility is of interest for increasing the detectability of targets
with fluctuating cross section, reducing the glint (angular wander)
in tracking, improving low-altitude tracking, mitigating

he effects

of distributed clutter, and as an electronic counter-countermeasure
2-4
to avoid spot jamming.
But whatever the reason for wishing to
utilize frequency agility, a problem arises if doppler frequency
extraction is also desired simultaneously.

Conventional doppler

processing and frequency agility are not compatible.

Conventional

MIX radar, which will be taken as the model of a doppler radar, requires the transmitted frequency to remain fixed for the duration of
the doppler processing time (usually the time on target).
course, inconsistent with pulse-to-pulse frequency agility.

This is, of
The ad-

vantages of both frequency agility and MTI In some applications are
important enough

to consider how these two competing processes might

be accomodated.

Manuscript submitted October 9, 1974.

This report considers the problem of trying to achieve simultaneous
frequency agility and MTI.

When proper matched-filter processing Is

used there is no basic reason why the doppler frequency shift of a
moving target cannot be extracted from the clatter when the transmitted
signal spectrum extends over a wide band as in radar with the familiar
FM-CW, FM (chirp) pulse compression, 01 noise-like waveforms that produce the thumb-tack ambiguity diagram.

Therefore, it does not seem

unreasonable to search for some type of frequency-agile waveform that
would be compatible with MTI.

The chief technique examined in this

report is a radar waveform consisting of symmetrical pairs of frequencies which may be transmitted simultaneously or in sequence.

The

doppler signal extracted is that corresponding to the mean, or average»
frequency of the pair of frequencies.

(This is not to be confused

with the so-called two-frequency MTI system which extracts the doppler
5 6
frequency associated with the difference of the two frequencies. * )
Preliminary analysis of this technique was encouraging — but deceptive.
A more thorough examination revealed a fundamental weakness that negates
its use as a frequency agile MTI waveform.

It is possible to use this

technique to transmit two or more widely spaced frequencies either
simultaneously or in time sequence and to perform MTI provided the
same frequencies are retransmitted.

However, it does not seem possible

to transmit an entirely different set of frequencies and still perform
MTI.
The basis for Interest in this particular waveform and processing,
and the reason why it fails, is described in this report.

Although

the result is negative, it seems worthwhile to document this fact for
the benefit of those who want to try again.

Too often, ideas which

turn out to be negative are not documented and are periodically reinvented .
Most of the details of the analysis are given in the appendices
with only the highlights sketched in the text.
Before discussing the proposed technique and its limitations, the

reason for the failure of frequency agility with conventional Mil will
be described In the next section.

The reasons for the failure of

frequency agility In the basic MTI and in the two-frequency MTI are
similar.

2.

LIMITATION OF CONVENTIONAL MTI AND FREQUENCY AGILITy
In a conventional MTI radar of constant frequency, the phase of

the echo signal from stationary (clutter) targets remains fixed from
pulse to pulse.

But from a moving target, the phase varies.

This

difference In behavior allows the desired moving target to be separated from the undesired stationary targets by filtering.

When the

frequency Is changed, the phase from stationary clutter also changes
and results In an uncancelled residue at the output of a delay line
canceller.

This uncancelled residue can be mistaken for a moving

target.
Consider the transmitted pulse to have a form
e (t) ■ A(t) cos (uu t + cp )
t
oo
where A(t) represents the pulse modulation, ^
cp

is the phase.

(1)

is the frequency and

The signal received from a target at a range R

is
e v(t) = a cos[(u)
+ uuJ)t - 2tw R /c + cp
v
Y ]
r '
r
o
d'
Q o
o
where uu

(2)

= 2uu v /c is the doppler (angular) frequency shift from a

target moving toward the radar with a relative velocity v .

In the

receiver, the signal is mixed (as in a phase detector) with a reference signal that is coherent with the transmitter to obtain
e (t) = a cos(w.t - 2tü R /c)
m
m
d
o o

(3)

This is from a moving target.
The signal from a stationary (clutter) target is found by setting
üu. ■ 0, and is
e (t) « a,, cos(2u) R /c)
c
c
o o

(4)

Equation (3) shows that the signal amplitude received from a moving
target varies with time In accordance wiuh the doppler frequency, but
that from a clutter target as In Eq. (4), Is constant from pulse to
pulse.

A delay-line canceller that subtracts successive received

pulses therefore removes the clutter, but energy from doppler-shifted
signals remains.
When the carrier frequency uu

changes, as In a frequency agile

radar, Eq. (4) Indicates that the phase of the clutter signal also
changes.

The result Is that the delay-line canceller does not cancel

successive clutter echoes and the residue at the output of the canceller can be mistaken for a moving target echo.

This Is the basic

Incompatibility between MTI radar and frequency agility.

The change

in frequency results In uncancelled residue from stationary targets
that would not exist If the frequency were fixed.

Thus It does not

appear, In general, that conventional MTI processing can be used
when succeeding pulses are not at the same frequency.

Appendix I

elaborates on this problem.
3.

TWO-FREQUENCY WAVEFORM WITH MEAN-FREQUENCY PROCESSING
Consider a waveform consisting of two simultaneous pulses whose

frequencies are symmetrically spaced about the mean frequency tu . One
pulse is at a frequency uu
2AU)

+ Att>

is the frequency separation.

and the other Is at uu

- Auu , where

The subscript 1 Is an index that

corresponds to a specific pair of pulses In a periodic train of pulse
pairs.

The choice of Auu. can cover a wide range of frequencies. It is

assumed that Auu. is larger than the spectral width of a single pulse.
(If it is less than the pulse spectral width, the technique will work,
but this case is uninteresting for practical applications of agility.)
By transmitting a two-frequency signal, but processing the signal at
the mean frequency, UU , It Is possible for the phase shift associated
with the higher frequency component to "compensate" that of the lower
component, Independent of the choice of Auu., when a single target echo
Is Involved.

This fact is what gave encouragement to the examination

of the proposed technique.

However, when clutter Is properly con-

sidered, a limitation similar to that described In Sec. 2 appears.
The analysis and Its consequences are outlined In the present section,
with the details given In Appendix II.
The signal transmitted by this radar Is represented as

"-(t)
= a-t
t

co8

CC*o + AW.1 )t + cp
+ cp.
T
T 3
o
l

+ at cos [(U)o - Att)i)t + cpo " ij
The phase cp
UJ

, and cp

Aw,.

(5)

Is associated with the oscillator generating the frequency
Is the phase associated with the oscillator of frequency

(These phases will be set equal to zero, since they have no

fundamental affect on the result.
analysis of Appendix II.)

They are retained, however, in the

The two radiated signals are obtained by

mixing the oscillator outputs of frequency tu
sum and difference frequencies.

and Ad)

o

1

and taking their

A sketch showing the basic featuresof

the time waveform of the transmitted signal u (t) Is shown In Fig. la.
t

It consists of a carrier of frequency uu

modulated by a frequency Alt) .

The envelope of this time waveform Is similar to the radiation pattern
of an Interferometer antenna of two widely spaced elements.

The

spectrum of the transmitted signal Is sketched In Fig. lb.
Single Target -

The received signal Is assumed to be from a

single target located at range R
velocity v

o
relative to the radar.

at a time t«0.

It moves with a

The received signal can be written:

u (t) - a, cos ft») -WM^aj-tAuj.Jt - 2(iu +Auu.)R /c]
r
1
odlal
olo
+ a2 cos C(u,0-Wd-At«i-AUJdi)t - 2(U)o-Ätti)Ro/c]
where uu

=

2UJ

(6)

v /c Is the doppler shift of the target echo, and AU). ■

2AU>.v /c Is one-half the difference of the target doppler shifts at the
two radiated frequencies.

The frequency &u>.. arises since the doppler

dl

shifts at the two frequencies are not the same.

In most conventional

radar applications, the spectral width of the transmitted signal is
narrow enough to assume the doppler shift Is constant for each spectral
component.

When this Is true, Au^i may be neglected.

In this study.

I

ENVELOPE: cos Acrt|t
CARRIER-' cos «0t

(b)

+H K

•th
üi0-Acüi

Wo

CU9-f>^(Ü{

FI6.I (a) TIME WAVEFORM OF THE SUM OF TWO PULSES
OF WIDTH T AND OF FREQUENCY Cüo+ACü| AND
Cüo-ACüj. (b) SPECTRUM OF (a).

however, wide separation between the two frequency caaponcnts Is desired
so chat this tern cannot be neglected in general.
The type of processing to be enployed with the received signal of
Eq. (6) is outlined in Fig. 2.

O* reception, the echo is heterodyned

with the reference signal cos(uu t + (p ) and the filter selects the

conponent centered on

AMI

.

o
o
Then the output of the filter is

u(t) - A cos[(Att), + <«, + *»At)t - 2(a> + ÄM».)I/e]
1
a
oi
o
to
+ A cos[(Aai. - uu + Ä«» )t + 2(tt) - AU«4)E />]
i
o
oi
o
10

(7)

In the above the aaplitudes of the received signals at the two frequencies were assuswd equal, hence a

■ a. • A.

(This is a reasonable

assuaption if the frequency separation is saall.

Sowever, in the

frequency-agile MTI, wide frequency separation is desired and the
echoes night not be equal.

For purposes of obtaining preliainary

answers and a general insight into the problem, the assuaption of
equal-sap 11 tude signals will be nade.

However, the effect of unequa.

«aplitudes cannot be ignored in any coaplete analysis of this problea.
It is discussed further in Appendix VI.)

In Eq. (7>, advantage was

taken of the fact that Aui. is greater than •, so that the arguaent of
the second tern could be written as a positive quantity; i.e., cos(-6)
* cos 6.
Using trigonoaetry, Eq. (7) can be written as
u(t) - 2A cos(tt»dt - 2IIIOE /c) cos [Ot + ^di** ' ^V^

(8)

This is of the fora u (t) cos (tut -f (p), where u (t) is a aodulation of
the carrier frequency All)
the Magnitude of u (t).

# ^HI'

^ ^Bwlope detector will extract

The output of the envelope detector is then

E(t) - 2A|cos(w t - 2a E/c)|
a
o o

(9)

Equation (9) shows that the envelope of the output of the receiver
when the input it. the sua of two frequencies, is dependent only oc the
average

frequency uu .

It is independent of the spread Um or of

if
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either frequency of. the transmitted symmetrical-frequency pair.

There-

fore, If on the next transmission a different value of AU). were used,
the receiver output will still be at the same doppler frequency U). and
of the same phase 2UJ R /c as before (assuming frequency Independence of
o o
the cross section). From this it might seem that the two pulses could
be processed by a conventional MIX delay line canceller or any other
MTI doppler processor. If Eq. (9) represented the envelope from a
single clutter echo, two successive signals with different values of
Aiu. would cancel in a delay-line canceller.

(It should be understood

that superimposed on all these signals is the modulation of a pulse
of width T. The width of the "IF" filter centered at Af. ■
must approximate the matched filter bandwidth.)

AUJ./2TT

The expression for the envelope given by Eq. (9) Is similar to
the output of the phase detector in a conventional MTI radar operating
at the single frequency uu . It is like a full-wave rectified sine
wave. The consequences of this are discussed in Appendix III. If a
square-law envelope detector were used, a sine wave at twice the
doppler frequency would be obtained, which could be processed conventionally.
The block diagram of Fig. 2 shows an envelope detector rather
than a conventional phase detector. The presence of an envelops
detector does not mean that this is a noncoherent radar. The radar
of Fig. 2 is coherent, with the "local oscillator" at frequency uu
acting as the reference signal. It will be recalled that this reference
signal is of the same frequency and phase as that of the transmitted
signal.
So far, so good.

It appears that we have a method for obtaining

a doppler signal independent of the frequency difference, provided
> the mean of the pair of frequencies remains the same. The case of
target and clutter is considered next, which will deflate the optimistic appraisal obtained from consideration of only a single target.

Target and clutter - The transmitted signal Is as before (Eq.(5)).
The received signal Is assumed to be from a single clutter echo at
range R moving with a relative velocity v . Again, the target Is at a
o
c
range R with a relative velocity v . The signal returned from the
target and clutter, after heterodyning each frequency with cos uu t

o

and passing through a filter center at Aw , can be written
u(t) - A COSUAU^ + W, + Aiu.-K-aCD
1

a

dl

+ Auo )R /c]

010

+ A coaKtoii, - w, + lm..}tAito - APU )R /c]
1
u
al
oio
+ C co8[(AU)
v
+ C cos[(AW

1
1

+ uu + Aiu .)t-2(U) + AIDJR'/C]
c
cl
o
1 o
- «

C

+AU».)t+2(üU
Cl

O

- AUJJR'/C]
1

(10)

o

In the above It has been assumed that the amplitudes of the target
echo at each frequency are both equal to A, and the amplitudes of the
clutter echo are both equal to C.
The envelope of this signal cannot be readily obtained by simple
trigonometric manipulation as was the case for the single target echo.
The classical definition of the envelope as formulated by Rice
to be used.

has

This definition is given in Appendix III and its applica-

tion to Eq. (10) is found in Appendix II.

The square of the envelope

R(t) is
R2(t) ..
= 4 <A2 cos2(U)Jt - 2UJ R /c)
a
o o

+ 2AC cos^t - 2üU R /c) COS(UJ t - 2üU R'/C)
d
o o
c
o o
x co8[(AU),, - A.U .)t - 2AUJ. (R - R^/c]
ai
cl
1 o
o
+ C2 cos(uu t - 2uu R'/c)l

(11)

This is the output of a square law envelope detector.

For a linear

envelope detector, the square root of Eq. (11) has to be taken, but
this is not easily obtained in closed form.

It is noted that .if in

the second term, the third cosine factor (indicated by the dashed
2
underline) can be set equal to unity, R (t) is then a perfect square/

10

and
R(t) « |2A co8(U).t - 2U) R /c)
a

'

O O

+ 2C co8(U) t - 2UU R'/c)l
c
o o

(12)

Thus If the underlined cosine factor has no effect, the operation of
the envelope detector produces the sum of the two signals detected
separately.

Up to this point. It Is still possible to be encouraged

since Eq. (12) Is Independent on the choice of AUJ..

The question,

however, Is Whether the third cosine factor In the second term can be
Ignored.

(It can not!)

Both the frequency and the phase terms of the cosine factor must
be examined.

Consider the frequency term ÄU).. - AU) .. We know that If
di
el
the two frequencies uu + Aiu and tu - #*> are close enough, the envelope

detector will operate as desired.

In this case AlU..M 0 and Aiu w 0.

This Is the usual assumption made In an MTI radar; i.e., the doppler
shift Is taken to be the same for all components of the pulse spectrum.
This is not the case, however. In a frequency agile radar.

Appendix II

gives the maximum change in AU) ; i.e., 6Alt)

t:hat can

- (At*)

- AlVi+i)

be used before the differences in dopplers must be taken into account.
This frequency change is less than is desired for the frequency-agile
MTI discussed here.
pulse.

In fact it is less than the spectral width of the

Therefore the frequency term of the cosine factor cannot be

ignored so that Eq. (12) is not a complete description of the output
from the envelope detector.
It might be argued that although this factor cannot be ignored it
does not necessarily mean the frequency agile MTI will be degraded.
the presence of clutter only (UJ.-O), no new frequency components are
generated.
targets,
AU». « U) .

If Eq. (11) were to represent the echo from two clutter
new frequencies are generated b-it the spread is small since
Furthermore, when target and flutter are present and the

clutter doppler is spread due to AW .^ 0, the target doppler will
likewise spread since AU).

^ 0.

Filtering is then possible «hen

symmetrical frequency pairs are used if filtering is possible in the

11

In

Single frequency Mil.

Thus, on the basis of the frequency term, there

seems to be little problem.
However, when the phase term of this factor Is examined,
[AU). (R

/

- R )/c],
loo

it is seen to depend on the choise of &u., Just as

i

the phase of the conventional MTI of Eqs. (3) or (4) depends on the
frequency U) .

Consequently, if the frequency difference Auu

in a random manner, an uncancelled residue will result.

is changed

Ihis fact,

which was not evident from the analysis of a single target signal, is
what prohibits the use of frequency agility even when two-frequencies
are transmitted and the processing is performed at the mean frequency.
The envelope detector cannot be considered as a linear device to which
the principle of superposition can be applied.
The use of a phase detector as in a conventional MTI in place of
the envelope detector does not change the conclusion.
at the output of the "IF" filter at a frequency Alt

If the signal

(as represented by

Eq. (10)) is fed to a phase detector whose reference signal is
cos AW t the result, after removing the higher frequency terms, is
u (t) » 2A cosCu.t - 2U) R /c) cos (AUL.t - 2AU),R /c)
v
o
o o
dl
io
+ 2C cosOw.t - 2ü R'/c) COS(AU)

This is not independent of A^ .

t - 2A(U R'/c)

(13)

In fact, when there is no target

signal and only a single clutter echo of zero doppler there will be a
factor cos 2AU).R//c which varies as AU) is varied. Consequently, the
1 o

1

same problem exists in this form of processing. (Note that in the
envelope detector, the echo from a single clutter target was independent of Au) ; which is what made the consideration of that scheme
attractive, until two clutter targets were considered.)
The two-frequency waveform with envelope detection was examined
because the output signal from a single target was independent of AW.,
but the output from a phase detector for a single target is not. When
more than one signal is present, both techniques prove unsatisfactory.
When the two (or more) frequency MTI is used with the same frequencies

12

on each transmission, the type of detector that should be employed is
determined by practical considerations.
4.

DISCUSSION
The proposed frequency agility technique that radiates a pair of

frequencies and combines the received signals so as to process the
mean frequency component through an envelope detector, appeared
attractive at first.

A simple analysis of the signals from a single

echo found them to be dependent only on the mean of the two frequencies.
Thus the two frequencies could be changed on successive transmissions
and doppler processing employed so long as the mean of the two frequencies remained constant.

This attractive property evaporated

when multiple echoes were present simultaneously within the radar
resolution cell.

When stationary, distributed clutter is considered,

the phase of t.:e processed signal depends upon the difference of the
two frequencies and stationary clutter echoes will result in uncancelled residue from a delay line canceller if the frequencies are
changed.
It is possible to use the two-frequency waveform for Mil provided
the two frequencies remain fixed, if there were a desire to do so. The
spacing between the frequencies can be wide and more than two can be
used.

They may be radiated simultaneously or they can be transmitted

in time sequence provided the proper time delays are inserted on reception.

The frequencies may be changed but the sane frequencies need

to be repeated if Mil processing is to be performed.
If it is possible to use a continuous waveform of sufficiently
long duration, the frequency can be changed at random and still extract
the doppler frequency shift.

This type of waveform yields the classical
9
"thumbtack" ambiguity diagram.
It may not be well suited for the air
surveillance radar application since the required time duration of the
continuous signal for doppler resolution is greater than the repetition
period of the usual radar.

The problem arises «hen a sampled rather

than continuous waveform must be used.
13

The aliasing caused by the

sampling results In the clutter spectrum being spread over the entire
available frequency domain, and thus causes energy to spread into the
doppler region «hen frequency agility is attempted.

This could con-

ceivably be employed for MTI detection with a bank of contiguous
filters covering the doppler band.

Assuming a sufficiently large

number of random frequencies so that the clutter energy is distributed
uniformly»

the improvement will be proportional to the number of

parallel filters used.
If the material in the appendices to this report seem overly
detailed for a study that has a negative result it is because the
author performed much of this work thinking the result would be
positive.

A large part of the analysis was discarded after the nega-

tive result was realized, since it was no longer germane.

The appen-

dices that are included are, for the most part, in support of the main
conclusion of this report.

14

APPENDIX I
ANALYSIS OF A CONVENTIONAL MTI PROCESSOR WHEN THE
CARRIER FREQUENCY IS VARIED PULSE TO PULSE
In Sec 2, the problem encountered Is a conventional MTI was
briefly discussed.

It was shown that «hen the carrier frequency of an

MTI radar is changed there is an uncancelled residue from a stationary
clutter target that appears as if it were from a moving target. This
appendix illustrates the problem in more detail. A possible correction
for the phase change with frequency is described, along with a discussion of the practical difficulties involved in its implementation.
To illustrate the nature of the problem, a simple model of the
MTI radar can be taken.

Consider a transmitted pulse whose form is

et(t) - A(t) cos(üUot +tpo)

(1)

The amplitude A(t) is assumed to represent the pulse modulation, uu
the frequency and cp

is the phase of the transmitted signal.

is

An echo

from a target at a range R will be received T ■ 2R/c seconds after
transmission, where c is the velocity of propagation.
signal is then

The received

er(t) - atA(t-T) cosI>o(t-T) + f#]
where a

represents the reflectivity of the target.

(2)
If the target is

moving with a relative velocity v , then
R - R

- v t, where R

is the range at t » 0. The received signal is

er(t) - atA(t-T) co8[(««o + U)d)t - «Pr + 903

(3)

«here a A(t-T) is the received amplitude, U) = 20) v /c is the doppler
(angular) frequency shift and 9

> 2uu R /c. On reception the signal is
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mixed to baseband In a phase detector whose reference signal Is
cos(tw t + cp ). Therefore we have:
o
o
for a moving target—
e (t) - a cos(W t - 2t« R /c)
m
m
d
o o

(4a)

for a stationary clutter target (üü. ■ o) —
e (t) = a cos(2iü R /c)
c
c
o o

(4b)

Equation 4b represents a single clutter echo whereas In reality clutter
consists of the summation of the Individual contributions from many
scatterers, so that
N
E (t) ->
a. cos(2uu R /c)
c
j^^ i
o i
1»1
The above applies to a single pulse.

(4c)

If we compare this pulse

with one transmitted T seconds earlier, the phase (argument of the
P
sinusoidal factor) will change for the moving target because of the
factor U) t, but the phase will be unchanged for the stationary clutter,
d
Ihus It Is possible to subtract successive pulses In a delay-line
canceller and eliminate the fixed clutter targets, but not the moving
targets.
Assume that the earlier pulse was transmitted with a frequency
uu. and the later pulse at a frequency uu .

The two received signals

can be written:
for a moving target —
pulse 1

e - (t) « a

pulse 2

«^(t) - a

mi-

m

cosCu^t -

R /c)

(5a)

cos(i»)d2t - liüfijc)

(5b)

Qi

2üU

1 o

for a single stationary clutter target —
ecl(t) - ac COS(2UJ1RO/C)
pulse 1
pulse 2

ec2(t) - ac cos(2u)2Ro/c)

for a group of clutter scatterers —
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(5c)
(5d)

pulse 1

E

cl(t) "^U

a

C08 2üU R /c
< 1 i ^

<5e)

pulse 2

Ec2(t) -Xrf a1 coscaw^/c)

(5f)

i

For the case of a moving target the phase of the signal (Eqs. 5a and
5b) Is different on each pulse, just as In the case of a single frequency, and there would be an output from the delay line canceller.
(If a conventional, parallel-bank of narrow-band filters were used
insread of a delay line canceller, the different values of doppler
frequency resulting from the different carrier (RF) frequencies might
cause the received signal energy to be spread among several filters
and so reduce the energy In any one of them.)
The phase of the signal from a stationary clutter target (Eqs.
5c and 5d) is seen to vary as the frequency is changed.

Hence a

residue would appear at the output of a delay line canceller and a
stationary target would result in a false alarm.
Note that if the range to the target R

is precisely known it is

possible to compensate for the difference in phase, which is Acp ■
2(uu -U) )R /c.

This type of phase compensation is similar to that of

a phased array.

In the array, the proper phase at each element must

be selected for a particular angle of arrival.

In the frequency-agile

radar the proper phase shift at each frequency must be selected for a
particular range.

Figure 1.1 illustrates this for two frequencies.

In practice, however, it might not be too convenient to make such
a compensation because of the large number of range elements.

If the

phase shift, Äcp, must be known to 0.1 radian and if the two frequencies
are separated by 10 MHz, then the range must be known to an accuracy
of about 25 cm.

Thus there should be a range gate every 25 cm, but

this is shorter than most radar pulses or radar targets.
range, there are 4 x 10

range intervals 25 cm in extent.

In a 100 km
However,

because of the modulo 2rr nature of the phase there are needed only 63
sets of phase corrections.

Although this approach seems to have its
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difficulties, it would seem desirable to study it further (this is not
done here) to determine if it is practical to Implement.
Even if the range to a single clutter target were known and compensations were possible, the presence of multiple clutter scatterers
within a pulse width might further complicate the problem, especially
since it is unlikely that the separation of clutter scatterers within
the pulse is known. Furthermore to make a proper compensation, each
of the contributions from the individual clutter scatterers might have
to be separated somehow and the proper phase shift separately applied
to each.

It does not seem that this is easy to do.
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APPENDIX II
OUTPUT OF THE ENVELOPE DETECTOR WHEN THE OUTPUT
IS TARGET SIGNAL AND CLUTTER

In this appendix the output of the envelope detector is calculated when the input consists of a two-frequency waveform reflected
from a moving target and from clutter.

The processing is assumed to

be like that of Fig 2. of the text. In which the mean of the two
frequencies is utilized.

The details here are in support of the

discussion presented in Sec 3.

Some of the preliminaries of Sec 3

are repeated since it is desired that this appendix be complete in
itself, except for its use of the definition of the envelope detector
given in Appendix III.
The radar is assumed to radiate two pulses simultaneously on each
transmission.

One is at a frequency ui

-f &*). and the other at ui -flw,.

o
1
o
i
the subscript i is in index designating the pulse-pair transmission.

The two frequencies radiated are taken symaetrically around the frequency
u) , but Au). is assumed to be a random value within a wide band of f reo
1
quencles. The frequency U) is the mean of the pair of frequencies and
o
remains the same for each pulse-pair transmission.
agility, it is til)

that is varied.

With frequency

It is assumed that m is large

compared to the spectral width of a single pulse.

The transmitted

signal can be written
u^t) - a
C

C

cos[(t« +aw.)t+9 +94]
O

1

o

1

+ at cos[«Bo - Aii^t + (pQ - 9i;i

(1)

The phases cp and <p. appear (with their respective signs) because it is
assumed that the two transmitted signals are generated by nixing the
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outputs of two oscillators with frequency and phase iu , qj and Au) , o ,
respectively, and taking the sua and difference frequencies. (Superlaposed on this wavefom la the pulse of duration T. It Is oaltted
In this foraulation so as not to overly complicate the analysis. Its
effect Mist be kept In alnd, however, when specifying the bandwidth
of the filters within the receiver.)
The received signal fron a single target Is
ur(t) - a1 coa[(Wo + ^Xt-T) + 90 + «^
+ a2 cos[(uJo - ^Xt-T) + «po - f^]

(2)

where the tlae delay T ■ (2R /c) - 2v t/c, R - range to the target
o
r
o
at tlae t ■ 0, c ■ velocity of propagation, v ■ relative velocity of
the target. The assuaptlon Is aade that the amplitudes (a positive
quantity) of the two frequency components are equal so that a. « a
- A.

Strictly speaking, this assuaptlon Is correct only for a

fictitious scatterer, but It Is taken here for convenience.
assuaptlon Is examined further In Appendix VI.
Eq. 2 becomes
u (t) - A cos[(uu
r

O

+ A cos[(uu

This

Substituting for T,

+ uu. + tf». + AU).,)t-2(W + Äüü.) R /c-Kp ■«).]
a

I

Ql

O

1

o

O

1

+ m - A» - öU»JJt-2(«) - ^«.) R /c-Kp
-».] (3)
d
1
dl
o
1
o xo Tl
where uu. ■ 2uu v /c Is the doppler shift that would be experienced If a
d
or
frequency u» were transaltted and Auu. - 2^11) v /c la one-half the
o

difference In the doppler shifts associated with the two transaltted
frequencies.
The object Is to process this signal so that MTI (doppler) dlscrlainatlon of a moving target from stationary clutter can be
accomplished. One approach to MTI operation Is to extract the
difference frequency 2Aiu.. This Is an old Idea, and haa been examined
1
5-7
In the literature.
Its purpose Is to obtain the benefit of the
higher first blind speed of the difference frequency, as compared to

Che blird speed of either <*) - Aw .

The difference frequency Is ex-

tracted by mixing the two frequency components in a nonlinear device.
Although this has some interesting consequences, especially for Mil on
a moving platform (AMTI), the nonlinear processing results in some undesirable properties, such as a spreading of the clutter spectrum as
compared to that of a single frequency system.

A comparison of this

form of two-frequency MTI with that proposed here is given in
Appendix VII.
The transmitted waveform used here (Eq 1) is the same as that In
the dual-frequency MTI which extracts the difference signal after
mixing, but the processing Is significantly different. Instead of
extracting the difference of the two frequencies, processing is performed at the average, or mean, frequency (ID ). To accomplish such
processing It is necessary to convert the two frequency components of
Eq 3 to an "IF" frequency equal to the offset frequency M)..

Therefore,

the received signal Is heterodyned with the reference signal
2 cos(U) t + cp ) and the output is passed through a filter centered at
Atu., as Illustrated In Fig 2 of the text.

The filter must be wide

enough to pass the frequency components due to Che pulse of width

T,

as

well as the frequency shifts due to U). and AU).., which are usually
small compared to Che spectral width of the pulse «hen the target is an
aircraft.
u(t) «A

The output of the filter Is then
COSUAU^

+ l«d + AW i)t - 2(U)o + AU>1)R /c + q^]

+ A co8[(Au). - U). + m.t)t + 2(U) - A«Oa /c + tp.]
la
ai
o
lo
1

(4)

Note in the above that Au). is larger than U) or At«.., so the sign
of the argument of Che second term has been changed to recognize that
the frequency is positive. This is permitted since cos(-0) * cos 0.
Using the trigonometric identity cos a + cos ß <■ 2 cos[(a - ß)/2]
cos[(a + 0/2], Eq 4 can be written
u(t) - 2A cos(U) t - 2«« R /c) cos[(Ai»), + Au).J)t-2Att)JR /c + tp.]
u

O O

1

Gl

1 C

1

(5)

After passing through an envelope detector, the following Is obtained
R(t) - 2A|cos(U)dt - 2UJ Ro/c)|

(6)

Note that this is independent of the choice of AU)., a result that is
desired.

Therefore, if on succeeding pulses different values of AU).

are selected so as to achieve the effects of frequency agility, the
output of the envelope detector will still be of the form given by
Eq 6.
MTI.

This is what is required for combining frequency agility with
Keep in mind, however, that the above applies to a single target.

(When clutter is considered it will be found that linear superposition
does not apply, and the consequences will be different.)
The output of the envelope detector as given by Eq 6 is a fullwave rectified cosine wave.

Its major frequency component is at 2U) ,

as described in Appendix III, plus higher harmonics.

If the distortion

of the higher harmonics were to prove harmful, a square-law envelope
detector can be used to give an envelope
R2(t) - 4A2cos2(U).t - 2UJ R /c)
a
o o
« 2A2[l + co8(2uu,t - 4ou R /c)]
a
o o

(7)

After filtering the dc component, a pure cosine wave remains at a
frequency 2(U .

Higher harmonics are absent.

Hie doppler filters would

have to be designed on the basis of double the doppler frequency that
would be expected from a conventional MTI radar which operated at uu .
In the above, each frequency component of the received signal was
heterodyned by the mean frequency UJ

to obtain two signals, each of the

same approximate carrier frequency.

This has the effect of removing

U)

and cp

from Eq 3.

It can be considered a linear operation Just as

the first mixer of a superheterodyne is a "linear" device so long as
the reference signal is large compared to the input.

If U)

is not

removed from the input signals, a different answer will result.

For

example, Eq 3 can be written, after trigonometric manipulation, as
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u (t) - 2A cos[(U) + (ü.)t - 2u) R /c + cp ]
r
O
a
o o
o
x cos^u^ + A«)di)t - ZW^/c + ^1]

(8)

Since uu »Atu.. this is a signal centered at U) and modulated by Aw..
o
i
o
^
i
The envelope is jcosC^U). + Au)dl)t - 2AU) R /c + cp ]| which is at the
frequency AU>.. The doppler shift of a moving target can be extracted
if the signal is compared with Auu. as the reference in a phase detector.
However, frequency agility by changing Au). is not possible because of
the presence of A^. in the phase term of the envelope.
Target and Clutter - Analyses of processing systems with a single
signal sometimes can be misleading, especially If nonlinear processing
is involved.

(This is one of the limitations of the multiplicative

two-frequency MTI discussed in Appendix VII.)

Therefore we next

consider the case of a moving target and clutter. The transmitted
signal is a symmetrical frequency pair as was described by Eq 1. The
received signal consists of four components: two from the target and
two from the clutter.

The target components are represented as in

Eq 3 and the clutter components are represented similarly. The
clutter is assumed to be from a single scatterer at a distance R
(at time t = 0) which is moving with a relative velocity v .
target is at a range R

and a relative velocity v .

heterodyne with the aeference signal at frequency tu
with a carrier in the vicinity of Auu •

The

As before, we
to produce signals

Then the received signal at

the output of the "IF" filter can be represented as:
ur(t) = A cos[(Au)1 + «Jd + A(«dl)t - 2(UJo + AU»i)R0/c + q^]
+ A cos[(Aii)i - i«d + Ai»)di)t + 2(U)o - Au)i)R0/c + f.]
+ C

l + U)c +

COSUAUJ.

AID 4)t
cl

-

2(U)

+ cp.]
T
o + AuOR'/c
l o
i

+ cp.]
(9)
i - a)c ■»- AWci.)t + 2(u)o - Au).)R'/c
1 o
1
In the above, we have assumed the amplitudes of the target echoes at
+ C

COS[(AUJ.

both frequencies to be equal, and that the clutter echoes are also

,..■.;. i

equal.
When the definition of the envelope detector as represented by
Eq 8 of Appendix III Is applied to the above, the square of the envelope
is
R2(t) - 4A2cos2(W t - 21« R /c) + 4C2 co82(UJ t - 2u) R7c)
d
o o
coo
+ 8AC cos^t - 2u) R /c) cos(u) t - 2«) R'/c)
a
o o
c
oo
x cos [(M)di - At«ci)t - l2Auui(Ro - R^Äl]

(10)

It is not obvious how to extract the square root of this expression.
However, if it were possible to set equal to unity the third cosine
factor of the third term of Eq 10 (the one with frequency AUK.-AU) .
which contains the phase term outlined by a dashed box), what remains
is a perfect square.

The output of the envelope detector under such a

condition is the linear superposition of the two signals operated on
individually.

Thus, when this is true

R(t) » |2A cosOD.t - 2u) R /c) + 2C cos(uu t - 2ou R'/c)|
* '
i
a
oo
c
oo1

(11)

Setting this particular cosine factor equal to unity is akin to
saying that the two spectral components, u)

+ Auu. and uu

- Au).> are

close enough in frequency that the doppler shifts associated with each
may be considered the same.

A similar assumption is generally made

in a conventional MTI radar when the doppler shift associated with
each spectral componenet of the signal waveform is taken to be the
same as that of the carrier.

It is seldom, if ever, suggested that

there is a limit to the spectral width of a conventional MTI radar
pulse waveform before this assumption is invalid.
some limit beyond which it cannot apply.

Yet, there must be

(This problem has been

recognized in sonar doppler systems since the percentage bandwidths
used in sonar are generally much wider than those of radar. )
Thus, if the two spectral components are not too far apart, the
effect of the doppler-difference cosine term can be ignored. In 9
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frequency agile system, however, it is desired that wide frequency
separations be used so that this factor cannot be ignored, unfortunately.
The factor in question is
co8[(M)dl - Au)cl)t - 2Att)1(R) - Rj)/c]

(12)

We next see what the limits are to Au)( in order to make the argument
of the cosine negligible.

Consider the phase term of Eq 12 (which is

shown outlined by the dashed box of Eq 10.)

Since the clutter echo and

the target echo will always be within the range resolution cell of the
radar, we have that 2(R - R')/ciT, where T - pulse width. If the
o
o
phase term is to be less than 0.1 rad, we have the condition that
6^^) s 0.1/T.

If the pulse width were 10 fsec, the value of ö^f,) -

6(Auui)/2TT must be less than 1.6 kHz. This is too small to be of
practical value in an agile system.
The frequency term Auu.. or Auu . will be small if the frequency
offset Auu. is small or the time of observation, AT, is small.
it is desired that 6(Aüud )AT £ 0.1 rad.
v

Assume

If we select AT " 1/60 sec,

■ 300 m/s (600 knots), then 6(Af1) ^ 480 kHz.

By either criterion

(maintaining small phase or small frequency terms in the argument of
the cosine factor), the allowable Aoü. is much less than is desired for
the agile MTI radar waveform.

Thus, it is not likely that the simple

expression for the output of an envelope detector, as given by Eq 11,
can be assumed here.

The criteria expressed above also apply to the

change in At«, that can be tolerated with each pulse-pair transmission.
If in the presence of target and clutter, energy is put into the
doppler pass-band by the cosine factor expressed in (12), then there
should be no adverse effect.

It should be helpful.

is present, this term is absent.
factor of (12) is not harmful.

When clutter only

Thus it might seem that the cosine
However, when multiple clutter sources

are present it seems that this factor could cause an energy spread,
but the extent is not clear from the simple model of the present
analysis.

A limitation arises when AW. is changed, as It would in a
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frequency-agile system.

To see this effect clearly, the envelope

detector is assumed to be square law.
When a square-law envelope detector is employed Instead of a
linear detector, the output can be expressed as follows:
R2(t) - 2A2 + 2A2 coa(2W.t - 4u» R /c)
d
o o

+ 2C2 + 2C2 COS(2UJ t - AUJ R'/C)
!c
o o
COSCCUU.-UJ

a

c

+AuuJ,-Au) ,)t-2(uu +Auu,)(R -R^/c]
di
ci
o
i
o o

+ CO8[(U).-UJ -^..+^0) .)t-2(i« -AüU,)(R -R^/c]
d c
di
ci
o
loo
+ co8[(U).-H») +AÜU. -AUU *)t-*i (R 4R/)/c-2At«. (R -R^/c]
dtdicl
o o o
loo
v
+ cos[(u) -w) -AU)..+Auu/<.)t-2x (Rn-fR')/c+2AI».(R-R')/c] } (13)
dcdicl
ooo
loo
I
This is obtained from Eq 10, or by application of Eq 7 of Appendix III,
With trigonometric manipulation,

R2(t) - 2A2+2A2 co8(2u).t-4uj R /c)
d

,^2._2

+ 2C +2C

o o

cos(2iuit-4üü R'/c)
1
o o

+4AC <cos[(Au;.,-Auu ,)t-2Aüü. (R -R^/c]
1
dl
ci
loo
x

I

cos[(uu.-(ju
)t-2uj (R -R^/cJ
LV
d c
o o o'

x

-K:os[(ujd-Hüc)t-2u,o(Ro+R^)/c] >

(14)

This represents the output of a square-law envelope detector. The
following components are present:
a)

2
2
A dc component of value 2A + 2C .

b)

A component at twice the doppler frequency, 2uu .

c)

A component at twice the clutter doppler frequency,

d)

TVo cross-product terms at ou.- \ii ± (M). -&» .,).
d
c
dl
cl
TVo cross product terms at üU.-WU ± (AUü..-AU) .).
de
dl
cl

e)
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2UJ

c

.

The doubling of the target and clutter frequencios (b and c) presents
no fundaaental problea.

lha cross product tans do, however.

The cross product terns are aultlplied by a factor
cos[(AWdl-Att)cl)t-2Att»1(Ro-»^)/c]

(15)

The phase ten of the argument contains the frequency offset AP*. which
is to be varied pulse to pulse if agility is to be eaployed.

In the

presence of clutter, therefore, the output of the envelope detector
will vary as Aui

is varied.

There will be an uncancelled residue from

the delay-line canceller which can be mistaken for a moving target.
This is similar to the limitation discussed in Appendix I for the
conventional MTI when frequency agility is attempted.

Thus the presence

of the phase term in Eqs 14 or 15. which depend on Am., prohibit the use
of frequency agility with Mil using a two-frequency waveform.

The

single target analysis of this system gave encouragement that it could
be used, but the analysis of the single target with a single clutter
echo has shown it necessary to revise the conclusion.

Note that the

fact that Eq 14 reduces to a satisfactory answer when no target is
present (A^O) is of little help.

Clutter is almost always a distri-

buted target rather than a single echo as assumed in Eq 14.

Consider,

for example that Eq 14 represents the signal from a clutter model
consisting of two scatterers and that there is no target. (A and C now
represent the clutter amplitudes, and U)
shifts of each clutter scatterer.)

and U) represent the doppler

The offending phase tern with A^.

is present and when it is changed pulse to pulse, the clutter spectrum
will change and cause energy to appear in the doppler bands.

Since

the phase changes at a rate determined by the pulse repetition period,
the value of A0/AT

" angular frequency, will be comparable to the prf
IT

and will thus be in the range of the doppler frequencies from a moving
target.

A more general analysis of a multiple-clutter model will give

the same conclusion.

The two-frequency Mil system is not compatible

with frequency agility.

The two-frequency waveform can be uaed with

MTI, however, provided the same frequencies are utilized on each trans-

mission.
Phase Detection -

The use of a phase detector instead of an

envelope detector at the output of the IF filter centered at AW
offers no change in the conclusion regarding frequency agility.

If

the signal as represented by Eq 9 is heterodyned with a reference signal co8(AW,t-Kp ) the output, after removing the higher frequency terms,
is
u (t) - A cosC(U).-»AU) )t-2(UJ 4AW,)R /c]
r
o
dl
o
1 o
+ A cos[(U).-Auuj.)t-2(uu -Aur)R /c]
a
dl
o
i o
+ C cos [ (««HAU) .) t- 2 (U)-fAti), )R'/c ]
C
Cl
O
10
+ C

COS[(Oü

C

-A«» 4)t-2(UJ

Cl

O

(16)

-AUüJR'/C]

1

o

with trigonometric manipulation this becomes
u (t) ■ 2A co8(AUJ..t-2AU).R /c) cosfm.t-2iu R /c)
r
fli
i o
o
o o
+ 2C cos (AW ,t-2Auu.R,/c) cos(u) t-2uj R'/c)
Cl
10
coo

(17)

Again, there Is a phase term that depends on AU). and an uncancelled
residue will result from clutter even In the absence of target.

Note

that in the case of a phase detector, a single clutter target, even
with UJ - o> will yield a signal dependent on Aui.. This did not occur
c
i
with the envelope detector. More than one clutter echo was needed
there to yield a signal that depends on AU)..
Waveforms with Thumbtack Ambiguity Functions -

The class of wave9
forms that give rise to a thumbtack ambiguity diagram
is of interest
here because they generally Involve random frequency shifting.

This

type of ambiguity diagram is characterized by having a narrow spike at
the origin whose width is 1/B along the time axis and 1/T alon? the
doppler-frequency axis, where B is the spectral width and T in the time
duration of th^ waveform.

In addition to the spike there is a plateau

about the origin of width T along the time axis and width B along the
doppler axis.

The average height of the plateau is (BT)"
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when the

height of the centre! spike is unity.

Such en eabiguity diegrem cen be

echieved with e noiselike weveform or e series of pulses with frequencies shifted et tendon so es to contiguously cover the bend B.
This, then, is e form of frequency egility thet cen be used with
doppler processing.

The nerrow spike of width 1/T in the frequency

domein allows the use of e bank of contiguous metched filters, each of
width 1/T, to cover the bend of expected doppler shifts.

Pulse-to-

pulse random frequency hopping within the bend B provides e form of
frequency egility.
Although this type of weveform cen be used to obtein pulse-topulse frequency egility end doppler processing, it hes two important
drawbacks.

First, the frequencies used with each pulse must be

selected from the bend B.

Even though the frequencies may be selected

et random, the thumbtack ambiguity diegrem requires thet they be used
uniformly.

Thet is, if the width of each pulse is T, and N pulses are

used the total band occupied is N/T.
egility is not so restricted.

The usual concept of frequency

Generally, if N pulses of width T are

used, the available band from which their frequencies are chosen is
large compared to N/T, rather than equal to N/T.
Second, the everege value of the pleteeu may be less than the
center spike by a factor of BT, but the fluctuations about the average
can be lerge.

Hence, th^re can be undesirebly lerge sidelobe levels in

the ambiguity diagram, especially if BT is not very lerge.
The thumbtack ambiguity diagram gives evidence that there are
waveforms thet allow some degree of frequency egility end doppler
processing, if their limitations can be tolereted.
It would appeai that if a sufficiently lerge number of random
frequencies ere used pulse-to-pulse, the clutter energy can be spread
more or less uniformly over the doppler frequency domain and that banks
of narrow band filters might be used to extract the moving terget echo.
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APPENDIX III
THE ENVELOPE DETECTOR
Thv. definition of the envelope of a mult lehr omatic waveform u(t)
is given here according to the formulation of Rice

and Dugundji.

The waveform at the Input of the detector is
u(t) -§ cn cos (UM: + f^)

(1)

A frequency q called the "midband frequency"is selected and Eq 1 is
rewritten
u(t) - i£

cn cos[(u)n - q)t + cpn + qt]

- cos qt 2j( c

(2)

cos[(Uü - q)t + cp ]

- sin qt II c 8in[(» - q)t + cp ]
n n
n
n
u(t) - 1 cos qt - I sin qt

or

c

s

where 1

- 2* c cos[(U)
- q)t + Ycp 3 and 1 = Z-« c sin[(UJ
- q)t + Tcp ]
L
L
c
«n
n ^
n
sTin
nn
n
Then the envelope of u(t) Is defined as

R(t) »aj + Ig)%

(3)

Although a particular 'Voidband frequency" was chosen to Implement this
definition, it has been shown

that R(t) depends only on the given

input waveform and not on the selected value of the "midband frequency."
Envelope of TWo Frequencies -

Consider the input signal to be

u(t) - cosO^t + cp1) + co8(ui2t + cp2)
This is of the form of Eq 7 in Sec 3 of the text.
envelope we obtain
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(4)
Then to find its

Ic - cosC^ - q)t i f|] + cos[(ltt2 - q)t + (p2]
Ig - «InC^ - q)t + tp1] + sinC^ - q)t + ^
1^ - Mt [fk - q)t + ^3 + 2 cosC^ - q)t + ^DcosCC^ - q)t -KpjJ
2
+ cos [(*2 - q)t + cp2]
I* - 8ln2[(U)1 - q)t + cp^ + 2 ainii^ - q)t + f|]tiaC(W2 - q)t + cp2]
+ sin [(iu2 - q)t + cp2]
I2 + I2 - 2 + 2 co8[A]co8[B] + 2 8ln[A] 8ln[B]
c
s
- 2 {l + co8[A - B]}
Then I2 + I2 - 2 |l + coal^ - U)2)t + ^ - cp2]|

.4^[(^)t+^]
The envelope Is then
R(t) ■ 2 cos

M-V4

(5)

Applying this to Eq 7 of the text gives the same answer as Eq 9, found
by other means.
Envelope of Four Frequency Waveform -

When the echo is from target

and clutter, such as was given by Eq 10 of the text, the input is of
the form
u(t) - A co8(u) t + cp ) + A cos(U)2t + cp2)
+ C COS((JU3t + Cp ) + C C08(U).t + tp.)

Then we take
Ic - A | cosCC^ - q)t + fj] + co8[(W2 - q)t + cp2]}
+ C ico8[(U)3 - q)t + cp3] + cos[(uu4 - q)t + 94] |
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(6)

Ig - A IslnCO^ - q)t + fj + .ln[(W2 - q)t + ^
+ C

|ilii[(üU3 - q)t + 5p3] + •in[(tt)4 - q)t + yM

2
2
2
RZ(t) - 1^ + I,
- 2A2 + 2C2
+ 2A i cosOj - q)t + cpj] co8[(UJ2 - q)t + cp2]
+ slnC^ - q)t + cpj] 8in[(Uü2 - q)t + ^)J
+ 2C

2 i

^co»[(uu3 - q)t + q)3] coa[(U)4 - q)t + f ]
+ 8in[(u;3 - q)t + f^] 8in[(tti4 - q)t + «p^l

+ 2AC icosEC^ - q)t + cpj] co8[(UJ3 - q)t + cp ]
+ slnCCi^ - q)t + cp1] 8ln[(tt)3 - q)t + « ]
+ cosi^ - q)t + «p^ co8[(UJ4 - q)t + cp4]
+ sinC^ - q)t + cp1) 8in[(U)4 - q)t + ^]
+ co8[(tt»2 - q)t + cp2] co8[(U>3 - q)t + fu]
+ 8in[(u;2 - q)t + 92] 8in[((Jü3 - q)t + cp3]
+ co8[((«2 - q)t + cp2]

CO8[(UJ4

- q)t + cp4]

+ 8in[((»)2 - q)t + cp2] 8in[(WJ4 - q)t + cfy]}
Since co8 or cos ß + sin a sin ß - cos (a - ß), we can write the above
as

2
2
2
R (t) - 2A^ + 2C
2
2
+ 2A cosrCi^ - U)2)t + ^ - cp2] + 2C co8[(UJ - W4)t + q>3-94]
+ 2AC ^cosE^ - U)3)t + ^ - cp3] + cos[(UJ^)! «L - cp4]
+ co8C(u)2 - (w3)t + cp2 - ^] + co8[(l«2 - u)4)t + 92-^]}
(7)
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This can be rewritten In the form

^ilVt+!LL!2

2
2
2
R (t) - 4 A co«
+ 4 C

2

co«

(U,

3"VL4Vy4

2

fcT

2

+ 8 AC |co«

|

' +~T~J C08 L

2

w

x cos

2

r/ i la

ü!

u,

*

'

+

2J

4)L, ^i ^ ^ .aiaJJ (8)

This is the form used to obtain Eq 11 In Sec 3 of the text.
Dl« tort Ion

- The signal given by Eq 8 In Sec 3 of the text that is

operated on by the envelope detector Is reproduced below:
u(t) - 2Aco8(U).t - 2tt) R /c) cos[(aw.+ AU)..)t -2AU).R /c + ©.]
d
o o
i
01
l o
l
This was depicted In Fig la.

(9)

The envelope of this signal 1« a rectified

cosine wave.

Such a waveform results In harmonics of the modulation

frequency (*)..

The fourier series expansion of a full-wave rectified

cosine wave of amplitude a and frequency U) Is
2a /l - 2 cos 2m.

n V

3

2 cos 4«)t
15

2_ cos 6u)t
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The fundamental frequency Is twice uu.

cos ntt»t(n-l)(n+l)

The relative magnitudes of the

higher harmonics compared to the fundamental are -14 db,-21.3 db,
-26.4 db, -30.4 db, etc.

The magnitudes of the higher harmonics drop

off fairly respectably.

For a moving target, the higher harmonics

are of little concern.

Their energy, if it were to lie within the

doppler pass band, would be recognized as that of a moving target. The
question to be addressed is what is the effect of the harmonics of a
clutter signal.
If the clutter were perfectly stationary there would be no problem
since the doppler is zero.

Clutter, however, will have a finite

velocity spectrum and we will have to examine the effect of the

)

haroonics of the clutter that appear la the doppler pea« bead.

For

exaople, wooded hills In a 40 kt wind result In a clutter apectna with
a standard deviation of 0.32 kts.

Ihls Is saall coapared to the 10-12

kt cutoff that one night saploy In an L band air-surveillance doppler
processor like that of the ARSR-2 FAA air traffic control radar. Hence,
it is not likely that the higher hansonlcs of ground clutter will be
serious.

Clutter from birds, however, could spread Into the peas band.

The higher haraonlcs of the envelope could be reduced by naklng
unequal the aaplltudes of the two coaponents in Eq 9.

Ihe shape of the

envelope «hen the signals are equal Is like a full-wave rectified sine
wave, as already mentioned.

Ihe nore unequal the two aaplltudes, the

closer the envelope approaches a sine wave variation.

Ihe closer the

envelope is to a sine wave, the less will be the hamonlca.
Another approach to aaklng the envelope like that of a sine wave
is to add a carrier at frequency &U). to the signal of Eq 9.

It then

appears as a double-sideband nodulated carrier and the envelope will be
a sine wave.

This is equivalent to reinserting the carrier in a

suppressed-carrier, double-sidebend nodulated signal.

Ihe phase of the

reinserted carrier oust be maintained coherent with those of the two
"sideband" components.

Since the radar la coherent, it should not be

difficult to establish a signal of the proper phase, except for the
presence of the phase tern ItfU K /c in Eq 9.

With a moving target,

imperfect phasing might not be too critical.

With completely stationary

clutter 2Au) R /c is sero and there is no problem.
Still another way to eliminate the problem of higher harmonics of
the envelope of the signal given by Eq. 9 is to use a square lav
detector rather than a linear one.

Ihe output of auch a detector is

proportional to the square of the envelope.

Therefore the signal will

be of the form cos (tu.t - 2W R /c) rather than I cos (to, t-2(0 R /c)|. Ihe
Q
o o
*
a
o o
'
square produces a do term and a sinusoidal term of the form cos 2(U).t2ut R /c). Practical detectors are neither linear nor square law so thi
o o
the harmonics that might be achieved in practice are likely to be less

than that of a perfect linear detector, but not completely absent as in
a perfect square-law detector.
The width of the clutter notch in a doppler processor need noc be
very wide if only ground echoes are present.

If no other clutter were

present, there would be no problem as to the higher harmonics since the
filter cutoff probably could be made high enough to exclude them. With
sea clutter, the notch has to be wider because of the motion of the sea
itself.

If the radar is located on a moving platform such as a ship,

the notch has to be wider to account for the velocity of the platform.
Weather, chaff, or birds can also widen the clutter spectrum that must
be rejected in an MTI doppler processor.

Higher harmonics from such

clutter sources could spill over into the doppler passband and reduce
the subclutter visibility.

If such is the case, other methods might

have to be employed to reduce this type of clutter, rather than widen
the doppler notch.

A tunable no'cch such as in XACCAR might be employed.

Also SIC or dual elevation beams might be used to reduce the effect of
birds.
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APPENDIX IV
OPERATION WITH MORE THAN TWO FREQUENCIES
In this appendix we consider the case where many frequencies are
transmitted rather than a single pair.

As before, we will assume for

ease of analysis that the amplitudes of the target echoes and the
clutter echoes are Independent of frequency.

Each of the N frequencies

are assumed to be radiated simultaneously on each transmission. There
are two reasons for wanting to consider the use of more than two frequencies In the type of systems tinder discussion.

First, there is the

hope that by some means the use of more frequencies might make agility
and MTI possible, whereas two frequencies do not.
achieved in this regard.

No success was

Second, if a two frequency waveform can be

used with MTI (although the same frequencies are radiated each time),
then it ought to be possible to use more than two frequencies.

This is,

of course, possible In the limit where the frequencies as spaced contiguously within a band B so as to produce a pulse of width 1/B.

In

this sense, the question as to whether a signal with more than two
frequency components can be used for MTI is a trivial one, since the
answer should be yes.
Consider the transmitted waveform to consist of two pairs of
frequencies, each with the same frequency separation AU)., (four frequency components, in total.)
the other pair at U)'.

One pair is centered at a frequency U) ,

The pair of frequencies centered about U)

are

heterodyned with the reference signal cos(U) t + cp ) and passed through
a filter centered at Auu .
the main text.

single target:

The output of this filter is given by Eq 7 of

This equation is reproduced below for the case of a

u1(t) - A cosEüU^ + l«d + ^dl)t - 2(U)o + MijKjc + q^]
+ A cosCCA^ - U). + dßA.)t + 2(U)
1

d

ai

(la)

- AUJ. )R /c + cp, ]

o

10

1

- 2A co8(ou.t - 2m K /c) C08[(A«»». + A«). Jt - 2AüU.R /c + cp.]
a
o o
l
ai
l o
1

The signal received from transmission of the pair of frequencies
centered about uu7. I.e. U)' - &M. and tu' + Aw. may be expressed
O

O

1

O

1

/

u0(t) « 2A cosOi/t - 2UJ R /c) COSCAüU^ + tß**}t - 2AÜU.R /c-KpJ
Z
ooo
i
di
l o
i

(lb)

The sum of these two Is
u(t) - u^t) + u2(t)
- 4A cos[(U), + u)')t/2-(u) + uu^R /c]
a
a
ooo
x cos[(a). - tt)')t/2-(U) - UOR /C]
ad
ooo
x co8[(AUJ1 + Ai«di)t-2AuuiR /c + cp^
where U)' - 2iu/ v /c.

(2)

From Eq 2 we can describe three properties.

First, equation 2 states directly that the envelope of the carrier
will consist of two frequencies, one of which Is at the doppler U)'
corresponding to U)'.

These two spectral components are similar to the

two components at U). ± AU>.. > obtained when only a single pair of frequencies are transmitted.
Second, when the two frequencies U) and U)' are sufficiently close
-^———
o
o
so that Hi, « iu', and (U. + (uj « 2U)., Eq 2 becomes
a
a
dad
u(t) « 4A cosCOw.t - (U) + uü^R /c]
d
ooo
x co8[(AuJi + AUJdl)t - 2AU)1Ro/c + y^

(3)

In this case the envelope of the signal Is at a single doppler frequency.
Third,

let the signal given by Eq 2 be heterodyned with the

reference signal cos[Au).t + cp.] so as to give
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u (t) - 4A co8[((«. + uu')t/2 - (UJ + (U^R /c]
v
da
o
o o
C08[(tU. - U)')t/2 - (U) - ui^R /c]
a
a
o
o o
co8[(Auu..t - 2AUJ.R /c]
al

(4)

1 O

Again we see that there Is a phase term that depends on AU)
on U) -U)'.

as well as

As long as they remain fixed from pulse to pulse, they

should not interfere with MIX.
When clutter is present, the signal of Eq 2 becomes
u(t) - 4A cos[(U). + Ji')t/2 - (U) + u/)R /c]
da
O
O O
X C08[(UU. - w')t/2 - (tu - lü')R /c]
d
d
o
o o
x cosCCA^ + A<«di)t - 2AU>iRo/c + cp^
+ 4Cco8[(U) + «)/)t/2 - (U) + UJ^R'/c]
c
c
o
o o
x cos[(U) - üü/)t/2 - (UJ - UU^R'/c]
c
c
o
o o
x cosCCAU), + A1" 4)t - aAuu.R'/c + cp.]
i
ci
lo
i

(5)

No attempt will be made to find the envelope of the signal represented
by Eq 5 with the use of the definition of the envelope presented in
Appendix III.

Instead we will assume that this signal Is heterodyned

with the reference signal cos(AW t + cp ).

The result, which we will

not write down, is the same as Eq 5, but with cp. ■ 0 and AU). set equal
to zero in the frequency terms (but not in the phase terms).

We

then

have a complicated looking signal that can be described as a collection
of doppler-shifted frequencies due to the target and a collection due to
the clutter.

With this form of processing there are no cross terms

between target and clutter, although there would have been if envelope
detection were used.

Again there are phase terms that depend on Au).

and tv -uu', so that agility is not possible,
o o
If the frequencies of the transmitted signals are not too far
apart so that the doppler frequency shifts can be assumed the same for
each component, then in Eq 5 we can set A^di " 0, &UJci - 0,
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U). - uu! and UU - Uü'.
d
o
c
c

The resultant signal is

u(t) » 4A C08(UU.t - (W
d

o

+ {U')R /c)
o

o

X C08(AU) t - 2AU) R /c + co )
l
1 o
i

+ 4C co8((« t - (U) + •')&'/«)
c
o
o o
x cos^t - ZA^R^/c + cpi)

(6)

When this signal is heterodyned with the reference signal
co8(Ai« t + cp ) we get
uv(t) - kj cos(U)dt - ij + k2 cos^t - «2)
where k, and k. are constants if AUJ

1

Z

c

(7)

is fixed and i. and *., are phases

1

whose specific values are constant if (UJ + t»') is fixed.

z,

From Eq 7 it

is seen that the output is the linear superposition of the signals that
would have been received separately from target only and from clutter
only.
Next, consider the case where signals are equally spaced in frequency with a separation AW .

Assuming Chat the number N of components

is odd with the center component of frequency U) , the transmitted
signal can be represented as
et(t) - cos,

+ cos

o

2

i

y -^ n]

-

^n

t + T
cp o

Bpft

t + cp
Y

o

+ cos[uu t + cp ] + cos i (U) + A«^ )t + cp + cpA
T
0
o
( o
1
O
iJ

+ ...+ cos|ru)o+-^nAU)iJ t+^+'^cp]

(8)

This is similar to the form of the equation for an equally spaced
phased array.
cos \a - ^l
L

Using the trigonometric relation
6] + ...+ cos (a - 6) + cos a +...+ cos (a + By^ 6)
J
sin N 6/2
COS a
"
sin 6/2
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/Q,
(9)

we can write the transmitted signal In the form:
sin N(Aa> t + cp )/2

V" —SSv ♦ v/2 """o'+ ^

(l0)

The received signal from a single target Is

u

(t)

*

.

sin N[(&«. + AUJ.,)t - 2AU).R /c + cp.]/2
.
i
di
i^o
1
sln[(A0ü, + A(«..)t - 2AUJ.R /c + cp.]/2
1
dl
i o
1

X C0S[(U) + Uü.)! - 2«) R /c + cp ]
o
a
o o
o
The carrier frequency of this waveform Is at U)
frequency (i)..

(11)
shifted by the doppler

There Is a modulation of the form sin NX/X.

Superimposed

on this Is the modulation envelope due to the pulse transmission of
width T.
If the received signal of Eq 11 is heterodyned with the reference
signal cos(U) t + cp ) we get
u(t) - cosOw.t - 2üü R /c) sin NCCAU^ + AW.. )t - 2tou R /c + ffl, ]/2
I
o o
i
di
i o
1
slnCCA^ + Au)di)t - 2^^ /c + cp^/2
(12)
If the sin NX/X factor is considered as a carrier, proper processing can extract the modulation term cos(ULt - 2u) R /c) for Mil
d
o o
processing. (In a conventional pulse radar with a pulse repetition
frequency equal to f

and pulse width T « 1/f . the effect of the
P
P
sin NX/X factor is small and can be replaced by unity. In the type of
waveforms considered here, this is not the case.)
There are several possible methods for extracting the modulation
of Eq 12.
1.

These may be listed as
Envelope detection of the entire signal occupying a band
NAu^.

2.

Envelope detection after passing the signal through a comb
filter with components centered at Mt)., 2AU) ,...NAU)..

This

is superior to No. 1 since it is closer to a matched filter
and eliminates much of the noise.
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3.

Heterodyning with a comb of frequencies of nAU) ,n-0,l,2,...,N.

4.

Filtering the component at NAU)

and then taking the envelope

or heterodyning with NAU> •
5.

Filtering the component at Auu. and taking the envelope or
heterodyning with At» .

This Is the approach that might be

tried first.

If the spaclngs between the frequencies are not equal but are
arranged unequally the modulation envelope of the transmitted or the
received frequency will not be a regular pattern, but will have a
central peak with random-like time sldelobes.

This Is by analogy to

the spatial pattern of the unequally spaced array antenna.

Even though

It might be possible to operate with unequal, randomly chosen spaclngs.
It Is not desirable to do so since energy Is diverted to the time
sldelobes which Is difficult to extract efficiently. (This might not
apply to a frequency spectrum where the unequal frequencies are
symnetrlcally spaced and each pair processed Independently as described
for the single symmetrical frequency pair.
at video.)
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The signals are combined

APPENDIX V
HME-SEQUENCE TRANSMISSION
It has been assumed in most of this discussion that the basic
transmitted waveform consists of a pair of frequencies ui + ^u; and
U) - AU)
o

i

that are radiated simultaneously.

On reception, the two

frequencies are heterodyned with a coherent reference of frequency uu ,
o
combined, passed through a filter centered at AU). and envelope detected.
We have seen that It Is not possible to use a different pair of frequencies on succeeding transmissions because of the dependence of Aw.
(as described in Appendix II.) Although this waveform cannot be used
for frequency agility and MTI, it can be employed as an Mil waveform
if the frequencies remain the same pulse to pulse.
In this appendix we examine the possibility of transmitting the
two (or more) frequencies at different times, rather than simultaneously.
To perform MTI, each frequency must be repeated at a later time. At
time t - 0 the frequency component U) + b/u is transmitted, followed
T seconds later by U) - AUi .

The transmitted signal is

ut(t) - at(t) co8[(Wo+ Atwi)t + cp0 + ^1
+ •t(t-1|) cos[(U)o - A^Ht-y + (po - cp1]

(1)

where a (t) represents the modulation due to a pulse of width T.
signal received from a moving target at range R

is

u (t) - a (t) cos[(u) + U) + m + AU)..)t • 2(U) + A(«.)R/c + «pT + qj.]
r
r
o
a
i
ax
o
i o
o
1

+ ar (t-^)cos[ (tt»0-KMd- A«'1- äf»dl)t-2 (a)o- Atf1 )R0/c- (UüO-A^)l|4f9"fft3
(2)

«here the symbols are the same as used for the discussion of Eq 3 in
Appendix II.

There are two operations that must be performed on this

received signal for them to be the same as the simultaneously transmitted pairs discussed in Appendix II.

Since it is assumed that

T. > T. the first pulse at frequency (U + &u. must be delayed at time
i
01
T. on reception in order to bring it in time coincidence with the
second pulse of frequency U)

- ^U)

transmitted T. seconds later.

Uten

the phase of the one signal must be compensated to make the two components equivalent to the symmetrical frequency pair described by Eq 3,
Appendix II.
If the component centered at a frequency cu + AU)

is passed through

a time delay of T., we obtain
u (t) - a (t-T,)cos[(u> + («.+ A«).+ AU)..)t-2(u) + Atti.)R /c
r
r
l
oaiai
oio
A
A
T +
3

-<VV V V i V^i

+ a (t-T^cosCCuu+«).- AW.- AW<l4)t-2(u* - A<«.)R /c
rl
odifli
oio

-(u)o- i>ft)W ^3

(3)

This operation brings the two signals in time coincidence, but the
phase terms of the two components are not as they should be if they
are to be similar to Eq 3 of Appendix II.

If a compensating phase

shift equal to (U) + Ai«di) T. is added to the first signal then we get

u (t) - a cos[(u) + tt).+ Auu^ AlW.Jt-aCtf + AUOR /c
r
r
odioi
oio

+ a cos[(u) + U) - Aw.- Aw.^t-ZC«) - AuOR /c
r
o
d
1
di
oio
-(U)o- AV^'f f#- ^3

(4)

This equation is identical to Eq 3 of Appendix II except for the
addition of a phase term in each cosine component.

In the lower fre-

quency component this added phase term is -(uu - AU).)T. and in the upper
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component it Is - (U) + AU) )T .

To see the effect of these phases we

follow through the processing as outlined by Eqs 3 to 6 of Appendix II.
The received signal represented by Eq 4 Is heterodyned with the
reference cos((t) t-Kp ).

The signal that passes through an appropriate

filter centered at Au^ Is
u(t) - A cos[(AU).+ UM- AW,, )t-2(U) + AW. )R /c - (U) + AU)J)T,+ cp, ]
i

d

dl

o

1

o

Olli

+ A cosCCAU) - »-♦ UU..)t+2Hii - AW.)R /c + (UJ - A<«JT,+ cp^ ]
idol
o
lo
olll
where the amplitudes have been set equal to A.

This can be written as

u(t) - 2A cos[ uu.t - 2U) R /c - uu T. ] co8[(AiA) + Alü.Jt
d
o o
o 1
1
dl
-2AU).R /c - m.T, + cp. ]
i o

(5)

11

(6)

l

The envelope of this signal Is then
R(t) = 2A cosO.t - 2uu R /c - OU T,]
d
o o
o l

(7)

This Is the same as Eq 6 of Appendix II except for the phase -U) T .
Since this term Is fixed from pulse to pulse. It Is of no consequence
In the MTI processing.

Therefore it can be concluded that It should be

possible in principle to transmit the two frequencies of the symmetrical
frequency pair at different times rather than simultaneously.
There are two ranges of values for the time separation T. that
may be of interest to examine.

One situation is when T. is comparable

to the pulse width T and the other when it is comparable to the pulse
repetition period T .
In the former situation, the pulse transmission might consist of
a pulse divided into two halves.

The first half is

U) + AW. (Alterna-

tively, there may be a separation between these two pulses that might
be a few pulse widths.) Let us take, for purposes of example, the time
separation between the two frequencies to be 10 |isec.

The generation

and transmission of two pulses of different frequencies separated by
10 lisec can be readily accomplished in practice.
first half of the pulse must be delayed.

On reception, the

An RF delay of about 10 ixsec
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■;-

is difficult to achieve, but not impossible.

We assume it can be

accomplished. The compensating phase shift to be added is («'.+At«..)!,.
9-1
^■
If Hi + AJ). » 2TT x 10 sec' (L band) and if the target velocity is
600 knots (300m/s), the required phase shift is equal to 0.06 radian
w 3.6°. This is small enough to be neglectec and no phase compensation
is required. If the phase compensation were more than an order of
magnitude greater it could not be neglected and would have to be
accounted for.

There ought to be no major problem in doing so in

principle, although in practice it might be complex since the doppler
frequency U). would have to be estimated.

However, it is not necessary

to compensate for this phase shift for a moving target. It is only
necessary to compensate for moving clutter which will be one to two
orders of magnitude less in doppler frequency than the 600 kts assumed
here.

Thus, this compensation might not be necessary in any event.
It might be noted that the transmission of two closely spaced

pulses of different frequencies can have uses other than for MTI.
They could provide a means for simple coding of one's own transmission
so as to minimize RFI or they might prove effective in mitigating the
effects of certain types of repeater Jammers.
Next we examine the situation where the time delay T is the same
as the pulse repetition period T , which we take to be one millisecond
P
by way of example. It is not practical to delay an RF microwave signal
for as long as a millisecond. It is possible to achieve such delays at
lower frequencies, at what would normally be considered IF frequencies.
Therefore we convert the signals at U) ± AW

to a frequency AU). before

Introducing the time delay. (This could also have been done with the
shorter delays described above.) The received signal as expressed by
Eq 2, after heterodyning by the reference cos(U) t+ cp ) becomes
u(t) - a (t) cos[(AU) + U).+ Aiu.Jt-aO») + AtMR /c + cpJ
r
i
o
di
o
1 o
1
+ a (t-T.) cos[(AU),- u».+ AU).4)t+2(tt) - AU).)R /c+(a) - AUJ.)T1+ cp.]
ri
i
a
al
olo
olll
(8)
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The component represented by the first term is then delayed a time
T

to give
u(t) - a (t-T ) cos[(Ai»),+«M- A««..)t-2(U) + A(«.)R /c
rl
iddl
o
l o
-(Att)^ i»)d+ A(«di)T1+ cp1]
+ a (t-T,) co8[(Ai») - UJ.+ AW.,)t+2(uu - tW.)K /c
rl
idol
o
i o
H^0- A(i)1)T1+ q^]

(9)

To make this signal more like that of Eq 3 of Appendix III (when both
frequencies are transmitted simultaneous) a phase shift of + m T
be inserted into the first term.

must

With this insertion, Eq 9 can be

written (with a (t-T ) = A) as
u(t) « A cos[(AUJ.+ UJ.+ A0ü.,)t-2(U) + AUOR /•
id
dl
o
lo

+ UI)

(

o

■ AUJ.-U).-A«>..)T.+ cp.]
iddili

+ A cos[(Au) -i«)J-fAu)JJ)t+2(Uu -AuOR /C+(UJ -^1«,)^+ cpj
Iddl
olo
Olli
By trigonometric manipulation, we get
u(t) - 2A cos[üü.t-2U) R /c - (UU.+ AUU..)T1/2]
d
o o
d
di i
x cos[(AUJi+AU)dl)t-2AU)1Ro/c+(UJo-AU)1)T1-(U)d+Aüudi)T1/2 + f ]

(10)

The envelope of which is
R(t) » 2A cosO.t - Ml /« - (0).+ Ai»)JJ)T,/2]
d
o o
d
dl l

(11)

The only difference between this and the case where both frequencies
are transmitted simultaneously is the presence of the phase shift
(U;.4AUJ..)T1/2.

d

dl

1

This phase can be neglected for the normal values of

clutter doppler and pulse repetition periods encountered in air-search
radar.
Next we consider the need to compensate for the phase term UU T ,
as was assumed in proceeding from Eq 9 to Eq 10. Assuming for sake of
9
-1
-3
illustration that U) - 2TT x 10 sec
and T.« 10 sec we have (« T0
0
6
2TT x 10 radians.
Since this is not changed pulse to pulse, no correction
is necessary, but both the time delay T

and the frequency uu must be

maintained to an accuracy of almost one part in 10 .
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It is possible

to obtain a frequency stability of this accuracy, but It It not clear
whether delay lines are this accurate or whether It might be possible
to measure the delay to the desired accuracy.

In any event, it cer-

tainly does not look easy to achieve. Therefore, the shorter values
of T , that are perhaps no more than a few tens of microseconds rather
than milliseconds, are likely to be easier to implement In this manner.
To summarize, each successive pair of frequencies transmitted
are of the seme average frequency U) .

Assume, for sake of illustration,

that there are three pairs of frequencies.
transmitted, they are repeated.

After the six pulses are

There is no fundamental need to always

transmit the higher frequency first or always transmit the lower one
first, provided proper compensation is made. The choice could be at
random. Each of the three pairs of frequencies are translated to its
particular Auu., where they are summed to obtain a single signal whose
envelope is of the same doppler as if the mean frequency U) were transmitted. The envelopes from successive sets of transmissions can then
be processed as in a conventional MTI radar.
If six different frequencies are available for use in an MTI radar
they might be transmitted on successive pulses and processed in six
separate receivers in the conventional manner.

The only advantage of

the mean-frequency processing described here is that a single MTI
processor is used rather than the six processors required of conventional
parallel MTI systems.

It is not clear, however, whether this advan-

tage compensates for the complexity of the mean-frequency processing.
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APPENDIX VI
EFFECT OF THE VARIATION OF TARGET CROSS SECTION
WITH FREQUENCY
In all of the analyses thus far it has been assumed that the
radar cross sections of both the target and clutter were independent
of frequency.

Such an assumption is only true for a fictitious tar-

get. (That is, it is not true in general.)

We examine in this appendix

the validity of such an assumption and its effect on processing.

The

discussion in this appendix is only "academic" since there are other,
simpler reasons for discarding the system which is the subject on this
report.

It is included here since it has some applicability to other

frequency agile systems.
Consider the simple case of the signal reflected from a single
target when the transmitted waveform consists of two frequencies as
described in Sec. 3 of the report.

Equation 9 of Sec. 3, reproduced

below as equation 1, represents the envelope of the processed signal:
R(t) - 2A|cos(uu.c- 2U) R /C)|
a
oo

(1)

In this equation the amplitudes of the echo signals at the two frequencies
U) + AU). and U) - Auu. were assumed the same and equal to A.
o
1
o
1
'
assumption is not true, the received signal is
u(t) - A1 cos[(Auu1+(Md+AH)dl)t - 2(U)o-WMi)Ro/c +^3

When this

(2)

+ Aj cosC^- üJd+ AU)dl)t + 2(u)o- A««1)R0/c + fj
This is similar to Eq. 7 of the text except that the amplitudes A. end
A- of the two terms are not equal.

Using the definition of the envelope

given in Appendix III we have
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R2(t) - A^ K^+ 2A1A2 cos (2^1 - «W^/c)
When A

(3)

<■ A. « A, the square root can be taken and Eq. 3 yields the

same form as Eq. 9 of Sec. 3 (or Eq. 1 of this appendix).

When A, ^ A.,

there Is no simple expression for R(t).
The envelope R(t) can be diagramed as a vector summation as
sketched In Fig. VI. 1.

The time rotation of the vector A- at a rate

2U). results in the angle Y being a function of time.
represents the phase of the envelope.

Hie angle Y

The relationship between Y(t)

and U) t for the case shown in Fig. VI. 1 is
u

A_ 8in(2U).t - 4U) R /c)
a
o o
Y(t) - arc tan A,2 + A. cos(2U)
Jt - 4U) R /c)
L
z
d
oo

(4)

Except in special cases, there is no simple way to express the relation
between tv

and Y(t).

One can use either the envelope R(t) or the phase

Y(t) in an MTI process since the same target factors are included in
both.
In the case of a moving target the variation of a, and hence the
amplitude A, with frequency is of little consequence since an uncancelled residue is produced in the MTI delay line canceller no matter
whether A is constant or not.

With a clutter signal, the doppler fre-

quency is zero and the envelope of Eq. 3 reduces to
R(t) » [A^ + A^ + Ufa cos mijci*

which is a constant for a clutter echo at a fixed range.

(5)

If, on the

succeeding pulse transmission, the two transmitted frequencies remain
the same, Eq. 5 will not change and cancellation of the clutter is
possible. However, if a different pair of frequencies are transmitted
on the succeeding pulse, the echo amplitudes A. and A. might not be the
same and each clutter target will produce a different value for the
envelope. Consequently, «hen succeeding pulses are processed in a
delay line canceller, the frequency dependence will result in fixed
clutter producing an uncarcelled residue.
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This can be mistaken for a

FIG.VI.I RELATIONSHIP OF ENVELOPE AND ITS
TWO COMPONENTS A| AND A2.
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moving target and the MTI action la negated.

Hence, It does not seem

possible to utilise the envelope detector as described In an agile
dual-frequency radar when the clutter cross section Is frequency dependent.

Even if the clutter echo were completely Independent of frequency

the amplitudes of the received signals will vary since the gain of the
usual radar antenna will change with frequency.

Also, it Is not likely

that the transmitter power will be constant over Its frequency band.
Thus the echo signal strength should always be expected to vary with
frequency whether due to the nature of the clutter, the antenna or the
transmitter.

Any processing technique employed with the agile dual-

frequency radar therefore must ignore the amplitude and work with the
phase of the individual signals.
The variation of the echo signal amplitude with frequency can be
eliminated by hard limiting in the radar receiver.

Limiting must be

accomplished before the envelope is taken (before the frequency
components are summed) or else we will obtain cos Y(t), as given by
Eq. 4, which depends on the values of A

and A..

Thus to achieve

frequency independence of the echo in a dual-frequency agile system
requires that hard limiting be accomplished for each frequency component before summation and extraction of the envelope.
In the operation of a conventional MTI radar, limiting Is employed
to make the residue of the cancelled clutter comparable to that of
receiver noise.

If the clutter level is greater than receiver noise,

the clutter residue will so obscure the scope that it will be Impossible
to detect desired targets in the clutter area.

Generally, the limit

level is set aoove noise by an amount equal to the clutter attenuation
provided by the MTI delay line canceller.

Hard limiting has seldom been

used in MTI radar.
Although the use of limiting in conventional MTI radar is essential,
12
it causes some degradation in the improvement factor. Shrader
has
pointed out the effect limiting has on lowering the Improvement Factor.
With a two-pulse canceller, the reduction in the Improvement Factor due
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to hard limiting as compared with no limiting might be from 5 to 8 db
depending on the number of hits, but for a three-pulse canceller the
loss varies from about 15 to 40 db over the same conditions. Iherefore
when using limiting, the theoretical improvement anticipated with the
use of higher-order-pulse cancellers should not be expected.
Another consequence of the limiter is that strong signals will
suppress weak ones.
literature.

Ulis problem has not been treated in the MTI

It is seldom, if ever, mentioned.

Its neglect might mean

that it is too difficult a problem to either analyze or experimentally
measure, or that it is not important, or that it is accepted as a
way of life.
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APPENDIX VII
THE MULTIPLICATIVE TWO-FREQUENCY MTI SYSTEM

In this appendix we consider the analysis of the two-frequency
MTI system discussed by Kroszcynskl '

and by Hsiao .

The two

frequencies are beat together In a nonlinear device and the component
at the difference frequency Is taken.

The motivation for this tech-

nique Is to achieve the higher blind speeds associated with the
difference frequency.

It also seems to have some advantage to offer

when the radar platform Is In motion, as In an AMTI radar.

One of Its

disadvantages Is that the clutter spectrum Is caused to spread. Although
two frequencies are transmitted simultaneously In this system as It Is
In the agile MTI, the two frequencies remain unchanged from pulse-topulse and thus it Is not pulse-to-pulse frequency agile as Is the
system discussed In this report which linearly adds the two frequencies
and operates on their mean.

The purpose of this appendix Is to examine

the processing of the multiplicative two-frequency MTI so as to compare
It to the agile MTI using symmetrical frequency pairs.
In the multiplicative two-frequency MTI the two frequencies
iu + Au». and uu - Auu, are mixed together and the difference frequency Is
o
1
0
1
extracted. For a single target the echo signal can be represented as
la Eq (6) of Sec. 3 of the text, which Is
u (t) - a, cos[(u) + UM- A««.+ AUJ..)t-2(uj + &OR + cpT + a,]
r
1
o
a
1
al
o
1 o o
1
+ a0 cos[(U) + u) - Auu - A(iU..)t-2(U) - Att).)R + cp - cpJ
A
o
u
1
al
o
l o
o
1

(1)

When these two components are multiplied together, the difference
signal Is
ud(t) - a1a2cos[2(AUUi+ A«)di)t - AA^R /c + q^]
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(2)

The result is as if the difference frequency (2AUO had been transmitted.
Note that if the difference frequency is maintained constant, but if the
mean is changed pulse-to-pulse, agility and MTI appear compatible since
Eq. 2 is independent of w.

However, when considered in isolation it

can be misleading for the same reasons the mean-frequency processing
was misleading.

Also, the nonlinear process causes undesirable by-

products in the presence of more than one signal.
To get a better idea of the effect of more than one target we
assume the echo consists of components from a single target and a
single clutter echo, as was discussed in Sec 3.

In addition to a

target signal like Eq. (1) there will be a clutter echo at range R'

o

with a doppler shift uu .

One frequency channel will be

u, (t) - a, COS[(UJ + ua + AUJ,+ A,JU.,)t-2(«J + AoOR /c + cp + cp 1
1
1
o a
i
dl
o
i o
o
1
+ C. COS[(UJ + uu + uu + AUJ .)t-2(uü + AUOR'/C + cp + cp.]
1
ocici
oio
oi
and the other will be
\i0(t) - a.
/
£

COS[(üU

+ C-

COSC(UJ

£

o
0

(3)

+ üu - m- Auu..)t-2(u) - AuOR /c + cp - cp, ]
d
l
dl
oio
o
1
+ uu - m- AUJ .)t-2(uJ C

1

Cl

AUJJR'/C

oio

♦•••-]
0

i

(4)

When Eqs. 3 and 4 are multiplied together and the difference terms
extracted we get a target signal component of the form:
Target Comp. - a1a,co8[2(ÄüJ,+ Ai«..)t - 4AUU.R /c + 2cp. ]
i

A

i

dl

lo

i

(5)

and a clutter term of the form:
Clutter Comp. ■ C

C.COSUAUU

+ Auu Jt - Utw.R'/c + 2cp ]

(6)

as well as cross terms between clutter and target of the form:
CxT Comp. - a.CjCosCdu.-uu
+ 2&UJ,+
m..+
AU)Cl. )t-2A(«.lOO
(R " *')/« + 2cp.1 ]
Li.
0 C
1
dl
+ a2C1cos[(uJc-i«d+ 2A»t4 AUüci+ Uii^t-l&u^ - Ro)/c + 2^]
(7)
These components are beat with n reference signal at the difference
frequency cos[2Auu t + 2cp ] to give
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u(t) - «.a, cosl2bm..t - 4AU).R /c]
X *■

01

1 o

+ C,C- cosiltoi) .t 12

Cl

AA^R'/C]
1 O

+ a.C, C08[(U) - uu + &).+ Att) .)t - 2A«». (R - R^/c]
iz
ucdici
loo
+ a2C1 co8[(u)d- U)c- toudi- AU)cl)t - 2AU)1(Ro- RQ)/C]

(8)

In the above the target signal and the clutter signal (the first
and second terms) appear as they would If they were alone.

The two

cross term signals, however, are due to the simultaneous appearance of
both target and clutter.

Since these cross product terms are absent

when the target is absent, they are credited to the target.

Thus the

C.C. term represents clutter and the other three terms represent target.

The frequencies associated with each of these components are

sketched in Fig. VII. 1.

The single dashed line represents clutter and

the three solid lines represents target signal.
Although the two spectral components centered around uu.- tu
represent target energy it is not certain that it would be beat to
retain them.

For example, a low pass filter might be employed which

rejects those frequencies greater than the maximum expected value of
2&U), .

Then the signals that are passed can be treated as if they

were transmitted by the difference frequency 2Hu. (this is not quite
true because of the spread in the clutter spectrum as mentioned later).
The blind speeds will be those of the difference frequency. However,
with all components utilized, Hsiao
Just as in a staggered prf Mil radar.
components around iu.- uu

shows the blind speed is increased
Thus no matter whether the

are rejected or remain, the blind speeds can

be greater than would be obtained with either frequency separately. It
also appears that in this simple model when no target is present, the
clutter signal is dependent only on the choice of the difference frequency so that a form of frequency agility can be employed.
however, has to be modified in a more realistic analysis.
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Hsiao

has pointed out that modeling the clutter signal as a

single spectral component can be misleading, especially when the
clutter spectrum has a finite width.

He shows that the clutter
2
2
doppler variance of a dual-frequency MTI is increased. If a. and a9
represent the clutter variances at the two RF frequencies, then the
2
2
variance of the clutter in this system is a, +02» Note that not only
is the clutter spectrum Increased, but the width of the clutter at the
difference frequency is not that associated with the difference frequency.

Instead it is greater than the width of the clutter at either

of the two RF frequencies.

This can be seen from an examination of

the cross product terms of Eq 8 if oi. and U)

are considered two compo-

nents of clutter.
The transfer and widening of the RF spectrum to the difference
frequency tends to negate the potential of this approach.

It is con-

cluded that because of this factor, agility is not practical and there
is little the system has to offer.
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